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ADJUSTED SUBADDITIVITY OF RELATIVE ENTROPY FOR
NON-COMMUTING CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS
NICHOLAS LARACUENTE
Abstract. If a set of von Neumann subalgebras has a trivial intersection in finite dimension,
then the sum of relative entropies of a given density to its projection in each such algebra is larger
than a multiple of its relative entropy to its projection in the trivial intersection. This results
in a subadditivity of relative entropy with a dimension and algebra-dependent, multiplicative
constant. As a primary application, this inequality lets us derive relative entropy decay esti-
mates in the form of modified logarithmic-Sobolev inequalities for complicated quantum Markov
semigroups from those of simpler constituents.
1. Introduction
The strong subdadditivity (SSA) of von Neumann entropy states that for a tripartite density
ρABC on systems ABC,
H(AC)ρ +H(BC)ρ ≥ H(ABC)ρ +H(C)ρ , (1)
where H(ρ) = − tr(ρ log ρ), and H(A)ρ = H(trBC(ρ)). Lieb and Ruskai proved SSA in 1973 [1].
SSA’s impacts range from quantum Shannon theory [2] to holographic spacetime [3].
A later form by Petz in 1991 generalizes from subsystems to subalgebras. Let M be a von
Neumann algebra and N be a subalgebra. Associated with N is a unique conditional expectation
EN that projects an operator in M onto N . If S, T ⊆ M as subalgebras, we call them a
commuting square if ESET = ET ES = ES∩T , the conditional expectation onto their intersection.
Petz’s theorem [4] implies:
Theorem 1.1 (Petz’s Conditional Expectation SSA). Let ES , ET be conditional expectations to
subalgebras S, T ⊆M. If S and T form a commuting square, then for all densities ρ,
H(ES(ρ)) +H(ET (ρ)) ≥ H(ES∩T (ρ)) +H(ρ) .
In terms of relative entropy,
D(ρ‖ES(ρ)) +D(ρ‖ET (ρ)) ≥ D(ρ‖ES∩T (ρ)) (2)
for S and T forming a commuting square. As we note with Gao and Junge in [5], theorem 1.1
implies SSA and an uncertainty relation for mutually unbiased bases, joining these concepts.
In [5], we also show that the condition [ES , ET ] = 0 is necessary as well as sufficient in finite
dimensions. Hence inequalities of the form
D(ρ‖ES(ρ)) +D(ρ‖ET (ρ)) ≥ D(ρ‖ES∩T (ρ)) + c (3)
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can only hold for all ρ when [ES , ET ] 6= 0 if c < 0. Nonetheless, in this work we consider:
Definition 1.2 (Adjusted Subadditivity (ASA)). Let {Ej : j ∈ 1...J ∈ N} be a set of conditional
expectations, and E the conditional expectation onto their intersection algebra. We call the set
α-subadditve if ∑
j
D(ρ‖Ej(ρ)) ≥ αD(ρ‖E(ρ))
for some α > 0. We call it completely α-subadditive if {1ˆC ⊗ Ej} is α-subadditive for any finite-
dimensional extension C.
We prove α-subadditivity for sets of conditional expectations {Ej} onto algebras with trivial
intersection, where α depends on {Ej} and the dimension d. When no base is given for the
logarithm, we denote the natural logarithm. In example 4.5, we derive such an inequality for
a pair of incompatible bases that are not mutually unbiased, avoiding the negative constant
appearing in conventional uncertainty relations.
A form of ASA appears in Proposition 2.1 of [6] as quasi-factorization of relative entropy ∗. As
a conditional expectation may take the form of a Haar-random average over a unitary subgroup,
we find conceptual analogies with unitary t-designs [8], scrambling [9] and rapid mixing [10].
Given a set of mutually commuting mixing or averaging operations, their composition will often
show similar mixing in a straightforward way. One can interpret subadditivity of conditional
expectation entropies in equation (2) this way. Non-commuting mixing operations should still
intuitively imply some sort of overall mixing on the whole, but quantifying how is a much
richer and harder problem. Many works focus on how local but overlapping mixing operations
compose to mix an extensive system. ASA is particularly strong in that it bounds relative entropy
without including additive corrections, as would a conventional uncertainty relation or perturbed
subadditivity. Furthermore, ASA does not rely on nearness to independence, distinguishing it
from usual quasi-factorization.
Decay and decoherence are some of the most vexing challenges to quantum technology.
As a primary application, ASA allows us to derive exponential relative entropy decay rates of
continuous-time quantum processes having subprocesses with strong decay. Because ASA bounds
relative entropy with a multiplicative constant, it implies merging of a particularly strong form
of decay estimate known as a modified logarithmic Sobolev inequality (MLSI). This does not
follow from perturbations of subadditivity that include additive constants as in eqution (3).
Finally, we note that the stronger form in Conjecture 5.1 would have major consequences for
decay inequalities that motivate future work. Were Conjeture 5.1 definitively refuted, it would
suggest separation between types of decay.
1.1. Primary Contributions. First, we prove a basic bound on relative entropy:
∗We thank the authors of an in-preparation manuscript [7] for showing us an early draft that also considers and
motivates an inequality of this form.
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Theorem 1.3. Given a ∈ [0, 1] and two densities ρ, σ in dimension d such that ρ  σ (ρ
majorizes σ),
D(ρ‖(1− ζ)1ˆ/d+ ζσ)− (1− a)D(ρ‖1ˆ/d) ≥ 0
for any β ∈ (0, 1) and
ζ ≤ amin
{ 1− β
n+ a(1− β) + 1 ,
β
(1− aβ)n+ aβ + 1
}
.
We may optimize β in Theorem 1.3 for a given d and a. If we wish to avoid optimization, β = 1/2
is a reasonable value. Theorem 1.3 compares forms of telescopic relative entropy [11].
Theorem 1.4. Let {(Nj , Ej) : j = 1...J ∈ N} be a set of J von Neumann algebras of dimension
d and associated conditional expectations. Assume that ∩jNj = C1, the physically trivial algebra
of phase and normalization. Then {Ej} is α-subadditive for some α > 0.
In particular, let S = ∪m∈N{1...J}⊗m be the set of sequences of indices 1...J . For any s ∈ S,
let Es denote the composition of conditional expectations Ej1 ...Ej|s| for s = (j1, ..., j|s|), where |s|
denotes the sequence length. Let µ : S → [0, 1] be a probability measure on S that is non-zero only
on finite sequences, ks be the maximum number of repeats of any index in s, and k =
∑
s µ(s)ks.
If for all d-dimensional densities ρ,∑
s∈S
µ(s)Es(ρ) = (1− ζ)1ˆ/d+ ζΦ(ρ)
for some unital channel Φ such that E◦Φ = E, then {Ej} is 1/(2k(dlogζ(2/(3d+5))e))-subadditive,
where d·e is the ceiling function.
As a primary application, ASA allows us to combine a particular class of decay estimates
known as modified logarithmic-Sobolev inequalities (MLSI). Let Φt be a family of quantum
channels in dimension d parameterized by t ∈ R+, such that Φs ◦ Φt = Φs+t for all s, t ∈ R+.
This family of channels is thereby a semigroup under composition, and there exists a Lindbladian
generator given by L = limt→0(1ˆ − Φt) such that Φt = e−tL. As studied in [12, 13, 14], we say
that L has λ-MLSI if for any input density ρ,
D(Φt(ρ)‖Φ∞(ρ)) ≤ e−λtD(ρ‖Φ∞(ρ)) . (4)
As defined in [14], we say that L has λ-CLSI (complete logarthmic-Sobolev inequality) if for any
bipartite density ρAB,
D((Φt ⊗ 1ˆB)(ρ)‖(Φ∞ ⊗ 1ˆB)(ρ)) ≤ e−λtD(ρ‖(Φ∞ ⊗ 1ˆB)(ρ)) . (5)
We obtain the following result:
Theorem 1.5 (MLSI Merge). Let {Φtj : j ∈ 1...J ∈ N} be selfadjoint quantum Markov semi-
groups such that Φtj = adexp(−Ljt) with fixpoint conditional expectation Φ
∞
j = Ej. Let Φt be the
semigroup generated by L = ∑j Lj +L0, where L0 generates Φt0 with fixpoint algebra containing
the fixpoint algebra of {Φj}. Let {Ej} be α-subadditive, and Φtj have λj-MLSI for each j. Then
Φt has α×minj{λj}-MLSI.
We obtain a corresponding result for CLSI (Corollary 4.1) given complete adjusted subadditivity.
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Section 2 proves Theorem 1.3. Section 3 proves Theorem 1.4. Section 4 describes applications
that use ASA to combine modified logarithmic Sobolev inequalities and proves Theorem 1.5.
Section 5 introduces the strong adjusted subadditivity conjecture 5.1 and concludes.
2. Relative Entropy Comparisons
Since relative entropy is biconvex,
D(ρ‖(1− ζ)ω + ζσ) ≤ (1− ζ)D(ρ‖ω) + ζD(ρ‖σ)
for any densities ρ, ω, σ and ζ ∈ [0, 1]. There are however examples of densities ρ, ω, σ for which
D(ρ‖(1− ζ)ω + ζσ) = 0 while
D(ρ‖ω), D(ρ‖σ) > 0 ,
or where D(ρ‖(1− ζ)ω + ζσ) is finite while either term in the sum is infinite. Hence in general,
there is no way to multiplicatively restrict the extent of non-concavity of relative entropy.
If we restrict to ω = 1ˆ/d, then we see that D(ρ‖(1−ζ)1ˆ/d+ζσ) and D(ρ‖1ˆ/d) are necessarily
both finite. These conditions are still insufficient to lower bound D(ρ‖(1− ζ)1ˆ/d+ ζσ) in terms
of D(ρ‖1ˆ/d). We may for instance take σ pure, and ρ = (1− ζ)1ˆ/d+ ζσ. The final condition we
add is that ρ majorizes σ (ρ  σ), in which case we obtain Theorem 1.3. The rest of this section
contains Lemmas leading up to proof of this Theorem.
Lemma 2.1. Let ρ, ω be simultaneously diagonal densities of dimension d. Let δ > 0. Let
i 6= j ∈ 1...d such that ρi ≥ ρj, and ρiωj ≥ ρjωi. Let ω → ω˜ under the replacement ωi → ω˜i =
ωi − δ, ωj → ω˜j = ωj + δ. Then D(ρ‖ω) ≤ D(ρ‖ω˜).
Proof. For any a > b ∈ R+, (a−b)/a ≤ ln a−ln b ≤ (a−b)/b, as one can verify from (d/dx)(lnx) =
1/x. Hence
D(ρ‖ω˜)−D(ρ‖ω) = ρi(lnωi − ln(ωi − δ)) + ρj(lnωj − ln(ωj + δ))
≥ (ρi/ωi − ρj/ωj)δ ≥ 0
Lemma 2.2. Let ρ and σ be two densities such that ρ  σ, and ζ ∈ [0, 1]. Then
D(ρ‖(1− ζ)1ˆ/d+ ζσ) ≥ D(ρ‖(1− ζ)1ˆ/d+ ζρ) .
Proof. The main idea of this proof is that if ρ  σ, then flattening ρ until it becomes σ only
increases the value of D(ρ‖(1− ζ)1ˆ/d+ ζρ). First,
D(ρ‖(1− ζ)1ˆ/d+ ζσ) ≥ D(ρ‖(1− ζ)1ˆ/d+ ζEρ′(σ)) ,
by data processing under Eρ′ , the conditional expectation onto the subalgebra that commutes
with ρ. We hence assume that [ρ, σ] = 0, and they are simultaneously diagonal. Let ρζ =
(1 − ζ)1ˆ/d + ζρ, and define σζ accordingly. Let ~ρζ and ~σζ be d-dimensional vectors of the
eigenvalues of ρζ and σζ respectively, each in non-increasing order. Let ω = ρζ . We alter ~ω via a
cascading probability redistribution procedure consisting of the following steps, which transform
it into a copy of ~σζ :
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Figure 1. Visualization of the cascading redistribution algorithm, which con-
verts the distribution on the top-left to that on the bottom-right.
(1) Start with the index i set to 1.
(2) Let ∆ = ~ωi − ~σζi . If ∆i > 0, then
(a) Subtract ∆ from ~ωi. Let j = i+ 1.
(b) If ~ωj < ~σ
ζ
j , then let δ = min{∆, ~σζj − ~ωj}. Add δ to ~ωj and subtract it from ∆.
(c) If ∆ = 0 or j = d, go on to step (3). Otherwise, increment j → j + 1, and return to
the previous substep (2b).
(3) If i < d − 1, increment i → i + 1 and return to step (2). Otherwise, the procedure is
done.
See figure 1. Since this procedure only subtracts from larger eigenvalues and adds to smaller
ones, we apply Lemma 2.1 at each step that transfers probability mass from one index to another.
If ~ρi ≥ ~ρj , then ~ρi/~ρζi ≥ ~ρj/~ρζj . Furthermore, it is always the case that ~ωi ≤ ~ρζi if we are moving
probability mass out of ~ωi, and always that ~ωj ≥ ~ρζj if we are moving probability into j. Hence
~ρi/~ρj ≥ ~ωi/~ωj . This shows that D(ρ‖ρζ) = D(~ρ‖~ρζ) ≤ D(~ρ‖~σζ). Finally, using the simultaneous
diagonality of ρ and σ, it is easy to see that D(~ρ‖~σζ) ≤ D(ρ‖σζ).
Lemma 2.3. Let b ≥ 0, and a ∈ [0, 1]. Then for ζ ≤ a/(1 + b),
a log(1 + b) ≥ log(1 + ζb) .
Proof. We solve
(1 + b)a ≥ 1 + ζb
yielding
ζ ≤ (1 + b)
a − 1
b
.
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We then estimate
(1 + b)a − 1
b
=
(1 + b)1+a − 1− b
b(1 + b)
≥ 1 + (1 + a)b− 1− b
b(1 + b)
=
a
1 + b
by Bernoulli’s inequality.
Lemma 2.4. Let ρ be given in its diagonal basis by (ρi)
n
i=1, where n is the dimension of the
system. Let a, β ∈ (0, 1), ρi ≥ 1/n ≥ ρj, and
ζ ≤ amin
{ 1− β
n+ a(1− β) + 1 ,
β
(1− aβ)n+ aβ + 1
}
.
Then ( ∂
∂ρi
− ∂
∂ρj
)
tr(ρ(a log(nρ)− log((1− ζ)1ˆ + ζnρ))) ≥ 0 .
Note: in this Lemma and its proof, and thereafter within this section, we use the letter n
rather than d for dimension to avoid possible confusion with the derivative.
Proof. Define δ ≡ ρi − ρj ≥ 0. For the purposes of the derivative, tr(log(nρ)) is equivalent to
tr(log ρ), since they differ only by a constant log n. We directly calculate,
∂
∂ρk
(ρk log((1− ζ) + ζnρk)) = log((1− ζ) + ζnρk) + ζnρk
(1− ζ) + ζnρk . (6)
for any k ∈ 1...n. By setting ζ = 1,( ∂
∂ρi
− ∂
∂ρj
)
tr(ρ log ρ) = log(ρi/ρj) = log(1 + δ/ρj) .
Because
x
1 + x
≤ log(1 + x) ≤ x
for all x ≥ 0, we have for any β ∈ [0, 1] that
a log(1 + δ/ρj) ≥ a(1− β) log(1 + δ/ρj) + aβ δ/ρj
1 + δ/ρj
.
This will allow us to deal with the two terms in equation (6) individually.
First, we handle the logarithm term, log((1− ζ) + ζnρk), by finding ζ such that
a(1− β) log(1 + δ/ρj) ≥ log
((1− ζ) + ζnρj + ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
)
.
We rewrite the right hand side as
log
(
1 +
ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
)
.
On the left hand side, since ρj ≤ 1/n, δ/ρj ≥ nδ. We aim to show that
a(1− β) log(1 + nδ) ≥ log
(
1 +
ζ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj nδ
)
,
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which by Lemma 2.3 is achieved when
ζ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj ≤
a(1− β)
1 + nδ
.
We know ζ/((1− ζ) + ζnρj) ≤ ζ/(1− ζ) for any nρj ≥ 0. Hence any
ζ ≤ a(1− β)
1 + nδ + a(1− β) (7)
is sufficiently small.
Next, we handle the fraction terms by finding ζ such that
aβ
δ/ρj
1 + δ/ρj
≥ ζn(ρj + δ)
(1− ζ) + ζn(ρj + δ) −
ζnρj
(1− ζ) + ζnρj .
By Taylor expansion,
ζn(ρj + δ)
(1− ζ) + ζn(ρj + δ) −
ζnρj
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
=
ζn(ρj + δ)
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
∞∑
k=0
( −ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
)k − ζnρj
(1− ζ) + ζnρj .
Canceling the 0th order term,
... =
ζnρj
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
∞∑
k=1
( −ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
)k
+
ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnδ
∞∑
k=0
( −ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
)k
=
ζnρj
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
∞∑
k=1
( −ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
)k − ∞∑
k=1
( −ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
)k
=
( ζnρj
(1− ζ) + ζnρj − 1
) ∞∑
k=1
( −ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
)k
.
Now to turn this back into the form of a fraction,
... =
−(1− ζ)
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
∞∑
k=1
( −ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
)k
=
(1− ζ)ζnδ
((1− ζ) + ζnρj)2
∞∑
k=0
( −ζnδ
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
)k
=
(1− ζ)ζnδ
((1− ζ) + ζnρj)2
1
1 + ζnδ(1−ζ)+ζnρj
=
1
(1− ζ) + ζnρj
ζnδ
1 + ζ1−ζ (ρj + δ)n
.
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Since 0 ≤ ρj ≤ 1/n,
... ≤
ζ
1−ζnδ
1 + ζ1−ζnδ
.
We must find a ζ for which
aβ log(1 + δ/ρj) ≥ aβ δ/ρj
1 + δ/ρj
≥ aβ nδ
1 + nδ
≥
ζ
1−ζnδ
1 + ζ1−ζnδ
.
One can easily check that this is satisfied by
ζ
1 + ζ
≤ aβ
(1− aβ)nδ + 1 ,
which follows from
ζ ≤ aβ
(1− aβ)nδ + aβ + 1 . (8)
Finally, any
ζ ≤ min
{ a(1− β)
1 + n+ a(1− β) ,
aβ
(1− aβ)n+ aβ + 1
}
satisfies both inequalities 7 and 8.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let n be the dimension of ρ, since d may be confused with a derivative.
The goal is to show that given some a ∈ [0, 1] and densities ρ, σ such that ρ  σ,
D(ρ‖(1− ζ)1ˆ/n+ ζσ)− (1− a)D(ρ‖1ˆ/n) ≥ 0 ,
for an appropriate value of ζ ∈ [0, 1]. We apply Lemma 2.2 to replace σ by ρ. For any states ρ
and ω,
D(nρ‖nω) = tr((nρ)(log ρ+ log n− logω − log n)) = nD(ρ‖ω) .
Hence it is sufficient to prove that
D(nρ‖(1− ζ)1ˆ + ζnρ)− (1− a)D(nρ‖1ˆ) ≥ 0 ,
which expands as
... = n tr(ρ(a log(nρ)− log((1− ζ)1ˆ + ζnρ))) ≥ 0 .
The main insight behind this proof is Lemma 2.4. If ρ = 1ˆ/n, then both terms are 0, and the
proof is trivially complete. If ρ 6= 1ˆ/n, then the total probability mass above 1ˆ/n must equal that
below 1ˆ/n to maintain normalization. Hence we may apply the variational argument in Lemma
2.4 to continuously redistribute probability from larger to smaller until ρ→ 1ˆ/n.
3. Combining Conditional Expectations
Lemma 3.1 (Chain Expansion). Let Φ be a quantum channel and E be a conditional expectation
such that E(Φ(ρ)) = E(ρ). Then for any state ρ,
D(ρ‖Φ(ρ)) = D(ρ‖E(ρ)) +D(E(ρ)‖Φ(ρ))
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Proof.
D(ρ‖E(ρ)) +D(E(ρ)‖Φ(ρ))
= tr(ρ log ρ− ρ log E(ρ) + E(ρ) log E(ρ)− E(ρ) log Φ(ρ))
= tr(ρ log ρ− ρ log E(ρ) + ρ log E(ρ)− ρ log Φ(ρ))
= tr(ρ log ρ− ρ log Φ(ρ)) ,
where the 1st equality follows from expanding the relative entropy, and the 2nd from the defining
property of conditional expectations.
Lemma 3.2. Let E be a conditional expectation and Φ be a quantum channel. Then
D(ρ‖E(ρ)) +D(ρ‖Φ(ρ)) ≥ D(ρ‖E(Φ(ρ))
Proof. By data processing on the 2nd term,
D(ρ‖E(ρ)) +D(ρ‖Φ(ρ)) ≥ D(ρ‖E(ρ)) +D(E(ρ)‖E(Φ(ρ))) .
By Lemma 3.1 and the idempotence of conditional expectations, we obtain the desired result.
Lemma 3.3. Let {(Nj , Ej) : j = 1...J ∈ N} be a set of J von Neumann algebras and associated
conditional expectations. Let E be the conditional expectation to the intersection algebra, N =
∩jNj. Let S = ∪m∈N{1...J}⊗m be the set of sequences of indices 1...k. For any s ∈ S, let Es
denote the composition of conditional expectations Ej1 ...Ejm for s = (j1, ..., jm). Let µ : S → [0, 1]
be a probability measure on S that is non-zero only if no index appears more than k times. If for
all input densities ρ, ∑
s∈S
µ(s)Es(ρ) = (1− ζ)E(ρ) + ζΦ(ρ)
for some channel Φ, and
D(ρ‖(1− ζ)E(ρ) + ζΦ(ρ)) ≥ f({Nj})D(ρ‖E(ρ))
for some f({Nj}) > 0, then {Ej} is f({Nj})/k-subadditive.
Proof. By rewriting the identity as a sum weighted by µ,∑
j
D(ρ‖Ej(ρ)) = 1
k
(∑
s∈S
µ(s)ks
)∑
j
D(ρ‖Ej(ρ)) ,
where k =
∑
s∈S µ(s)ks. For each s such that µ(s) > 0, we apply Lemma 3.2 iteratively until
we obtain the relative entropy of the sequence s. Since we have k copies of each conditional
expectation involved and know that no more than k appear in any sequence, we know that this
succeeds. Hence ∑
j
D(ρ‖Ej(ρ)) ≥ 1
k
∑
s∈S
µ(s)D(ρ‖Es(ρ)) .
By convexity of relative entropy and the assumptions of the Lemma,∑
j
D(ρ‖Ej(ρ)) ≥ 1
k
D(ρ‖(1− ζ)E(ρ) + ζΦ(ρ)) ≥ f({Nj})
k
D(ρ‖E(ρ)) .
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. The gist of this proof is Lemma 3.3 with f({Nj}) given by Theorem 1.3.
First, let us assume that there exists such a µ and ζ as described in the second part of the
Theorem.
First we will consider D(ρ‖(1− ζ)E(ρ) + ζΦ(ρ)). By a result of Uhlmann [15], ρ  Φ(ρ) for
any unital channel Φ. If ζ is not sufficiently small, we use the fact that for any m ∈ N,
((1− ζ)E + ζΦ)m(ρ) = (1− ζm)E(ρ) + ζmΦm(ρ)
by the idempotence of conditional expectations, and by the assumption that E ◦ Φ = E . To
construct m powers of a convex combination of sequences of conditional expectations, we assume
that we have ((1− ζ)E + ζΦ)m−1(ρ), then recursively apply Lemma 3.2 to append subsequences
of conditional expectations, and then convexify to reach ((1− ζ)E + ζΦ)m(ρ). For a sequence of
conditional expectations Es = Ej1 ...Ej|s| , we need at most ks copies of each D(ρ‖Ej(ρ)), where ks
is the maximum count of any constituent conditional expectation. Hence
µ(s)ks
∑
j
D(ρ‖Ej(ρ)) ≥ µ(sD(ρ‖Es(ρ)) .
We may then repeat this process inductively.
In full generality, we would optimize a, β, m, and . Here however, we will simplify by
choosing a = β = 1/2. Hence we may choose
ζm ≤ 2
3d2 + 5
≤ min
{ 2
4d+ 5
,
2
3d2 + 5
}
,
which is satisfied by m ≥ dlogζ(2/(3d2 + 5))e. Then
D(ρ‖(1− ζm)1ˆ/d+ ζmΦm(ρ)) ≥ 1
2
D(ρ‖1ˆ/d) .
We apply Lemma 3.3 with ζm replacing ζ, mk replacing k, and with the above bound.
Finally, we must show that some sufficiently long chain of conditional expectations eventually
converges to the intersection algebra, so that such a µ and ζ as in the Theorem always exist.
Let s = (1, ..., J), so that Es is a sequence on all constituent conditional expectations. As a
convex combination of unitaries, s is a contraction. One can easily see that it satisfies properties
(0.I − 0.IV ) in [16]. As a result, the limm→∞ 1m
∑m
k=0(Es)k → E in 2-norm distance. In finite
dimenion, this eventually implies a bound on the smallest element, so for some m, it must yield
a convex combination of the complete mixture with some unital channel.
Remark 3.4. For a bipartite classical-quantum state ρXB with classical system X for which
ρ =
∑
x px~ex ⊗ ρx, one can expand D(ρ‖E(ρ)) =
∑
x∈X pxD(ρx‖E(ρx)). Hence we may extend
Theorem 1.4 to include classical extensions.
4. Application: Merging Modified Log-Sobolev Inequalities
The main part of this section is to derive MLSI merging using a Suzuki-Trotter decomposition,
followed by some examples.
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Proof of Theorem 1.5. We start by writing Φt(ρ) = Φτ (ρ′), where τ < t, and ρ′ = Φt−τ (ρ). Let
wsb(,N ⊆M) = 2D(M‖N ) + (1 + 2)h
( 
1 + 2
)
, (9)
as in proposition 3.7 of [17], where h is the binary entropy, N ⊂ M is a subalgebra, and
D(M‖N ) = supρD(EM(ρ)‖EN (ρ)). Rather than depend on dimension as would the Fannes-
Audenart bound, this bounds entropy in terms of trace distance and subalgebra index. Let N
be the fixpoint algebra of Φt with conditional expectation E , and Nj the fixpoint algebra of
Φtj . Let M be the original algebra containing ρ. By the Suzuki-Trotter expansion, the Taylor
expansion of an exponential, or by direct commutation, Φτ (ρ) = Φτ1 ...Φ
τ
JΦ
τ
0(ρ) + O((J + 1)τ
2).
Let ρˆ = Φτ0(ρ
′). Hence
D(Φτ (ρˆ)‖E(ρˆ)) ≤ D(Φτ1 ...ΦτJ(ρˆ)‖E(ρˆ)) + wsb(O(Jτ2),N ⊆M). (10)
Define γj by
D(Φτj+1...Φ
τ
J(ρˆ)‖Ej(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ))) = γjD(Φτ (ρˆ)‖E(ρˆ)) . (11)
Then
D(Φτj ...Φ
τ
J(ρˆ)‖E(ρˆ))
= D(Φτj ...Φ
τ
J(ρˆ)‖Ej(Φτj ...ΦτJ(ρˆ))) +D(Ej(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ))‖E(ρˆ))
≤ (1− λjτ +O(λ2jτ2))D(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ)‖Ej(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ))) +D(Ej(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ))‖E(ρˆ))
≤ (1− λjγjτ +O(λ2jτ2))(D(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ)‖Ej(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ))) +D(Ej(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ))‖E(ρˆ)))
= (1− λjγjτ +O(λ2jτ2))D(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ)‖E(ρˆ)) ,
where the first equality follows from Lemma 3.1 and the first inequality from CLSI of Φτi . The sec-
ond inequality follows from equation (11), where we replace the−λjτD(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ)‖Ej(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ)))
subtracted term by −λjγjτD(Φτ (ρˆ)‖E(ρˆ)) and then note that this is at least as large as the entire
original expression. Iterating, we obtain
D(Φτi ...Φ
τ
J(ρˆ)‖E(ρˆ)) ≤
(
1−
J∑
j=1
λjγjτ +O
(
τ2
∑
j
λ2j
)
D(M‖Nj)
)
D(ρˆ‖E(ρ)) . (12)
Now we must show that the subtracted sum
∑
j λjγj is bounded below. Here we invoke α-
subadditivity. First, note that for any j,
D(Φτj+1...Φ
τ
J(ρˆ)‖Ej(Φτj+1...ΦτJ(ρˆ))) ≥ D(ρˆ‖Ej(ρˆ)) + wsb(O((J − j)τ2),Nj ⊆M) .
Hence∑
j
DNj (Φτj+1...Φ
τ
J(ρˆ)) =
∑
j
γjD(ρˆ‖E(ρˆ)) ≥ αD(ρˆ‖E(ρˆ)) +
J∑
j=1
wsb(O((J − j)τ2),Nj ⊆M) .
This implies that
∑
j γj ≥ α. D(ρˆ‖E(ρ)) ≥ D(Φt(ρ)‖E(ρ)) by data processing, so either the
latter is zero, or the former is at least some  that is independent of τ . If D(Φt(ρ)‖E(ρ)) = 0,
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then the Theorem is trivially complete. Otherwise, returning to equations (12) and (10),
D(Φτ (ρˆ)‖E(ρˆ)) ≤
(
1− ατ min
j
{λj}+ err
)
D(ρˆ‖E(ρˆ)). (13)
if we let
err =
wsb(O(Jτ2),N ⊆M)

+
J∑
j=1
(wsb(O((J − j)τ2),Nj ⊆M)

+O(λ2jτ
2)D(M‖Nj)
)
.
(14)
Furthermore,
D(Φτ0(ρ
′)‖E(ρ′)) ≤ D(ρ′‖E(ρ′)), (15)
as the left hand side follows from data processing on the right hand side. Since Φt = (Φτ )t/τ ,
D(Φt(ρ)‖E(ρ)) ≤ (1− αmin
j
{λj}τ + err)t/τD(ρ‖E(ρ)) . (16)
Since err ≤ O(J log Jτ2 log τ(D(M‖N ) +∑j λ2j log λjD(M‖Nj))),
lim
τ→0
(1− αmin
j
{λj}τ + err)t/τ = e−αminj{λj}t .
This completes the Theorem.
Corollary 4.1 (CLSI Merge). Let {Φtj} and Φt be as in Theorem 1.5, with {Ej} being completely
α-subadditive, and each Φtj having λj-CLSI. Then Φ
t has α×minj{λj}-CLSI.
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.5 for any extension {1ˆC ⊗ Φtj} and {1ˆC ⊗ Ej}.
Corollary 4.2 (Commuting Hypercube M/CLSI Merge). Let {Φtj} be a set of QMSs as in
Theorem 1.5 that form a commuting hypercube, in that [Ej , Ek] = 0 for any j, k ∈ 1...J , and
Eσ(J)...Eσ(1) = E for any permutation σ ∈ SJ . Then the set is 1-subadditive with M/CLSI merge.
Proof. Iteratively applying Lemma 3.2, we obtain
J∑
j=1
D(ρ‖Ej(ρ)) ≥ D(ρ‖EJ ...E1(ρ)) = D(ρ‖E(ρ)) . (17)
Hence we apply Theorem 1.5 or Corollary 4.1. Note that {1C ⊗ Ej} automatically form a com-
muting hypercube for all extensions C.
Corollary 4.3 (M/CLSI Addition). Let {Φtj} be a set of QMSs as in Theorem 1.5 (resp Corollary
4.1), but such that Ej = E for each j. Then Φt has J minj{λj}-MLSI (resp CLSI).
Proof. This follows almost immediately from J-subadditivity, in that
J∑
j=1
D(ρ‖E(ρ)) = JD(ρ‖E(ρ)) . (18)
Hence we apply Theorem 1.5 (resp Corollary 4.1).
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Example 4.4 (Mutually Unbiased Basis Decay). Let X,Z be the Pauli matrices, and 〈X〉 , 〈Z〉
their corresponding generated subalgebras. It is well-known that the subgroup Φt〈X〉 generated by
L〈X〉(ρ) = ρ−XρX has 1-CLSI, and so does Φt〈Z〉. Here we have
Φt〈X〉(ρ) = e
−tL〈X〉(ρ) = e−tρ+ (1− e−t)XρX .
Hence
Φt〈X〉(E〈Z〉(ρ)) =
1
2
(
e−tρ+ (1− e−t)XρX + e−tZρZ + (1− e−t)XZρZX)
=
1
2
(
e−tρ+ (1− e−t)XρX + e−tZρZ + (1− e−t)ZXρXZ)
= E〈Z〉(Φt〈X〉(ρ)) ,
and similarly, [Φt〈Z〉, E〈X〉] = 0. As these form a commuting square, (Theorem/Corollary) ??
implies that the semigroup generated by L = L〈X〉 + L〈Z〉 has 1-CLSI.
This example generalizes to any pair of mutually unbiased bases X ,Z in finite dimension.
Example 4.5 (Tilted Incompatible Basis Decay). Let X and Z now denote a pair of generalized
bases in dimension d, not necessarily mutually unbiased. Let {|iX〉 : i = 1...d} and {|iZ〉 : i =
1...d} index these bases, and infi,j | 〈iX |jZ〉 |2 =  for some 0 ≤  ≤ 1/d. Because a collapse to
either basis is completely dephasing in that basis, a subsequent collapse in the other leaves any
input state in a classical mixture with minimal probability mass no less than . We may write
each collapse as a convex combination of unitaries of the form |i〉 → exp(2piik/d) |i〉 for each
k ∈ 1...d. Hence it depolarizes with probability , so EX ◦ EZ(ρ) = 1ˆ/d + (1 − )Φ(ρ) for some
unital Φ. By Theorem 1.4,
D(ρ‖EX (ρ)) +D(ρ‖EZ(ρ)) ≥ D(ρ‖1ˆ/d)
4(log1−(2/(3d+ 5)) + 1)
.
Expanding the relative entropies, we find this is equivalent to
H(X )ρ +H(Z)ρ ≥
(
2− 1
4(dlog1−(2/(3d+ 5))e)
)
H(ρ) +
log d
4(dlog1−(2/(3d+ 5))e)
.
An uncertainty relation in the conventional form would be
H(X )ρ +H(Z)ρ ≥ H(ρ) + log d− c
for some constant c > 0, as required for non-commuting conditional expectations as shown in [5].
When ρ ≈ 1ˆ/d, the right hand side of the conventional uncertainty relation becomes negative,
and the bound becomes trivial. In contrast, adjusted subadditivity still gives a positive, non-trivial
bound on the sum of basis entropies.
Furthermore, let ΦtX and Φ
t
Z be quantum Markov semigroups with β-MLSI for some β > 0
and respective Lindbladian generators LX ,LZ . Then the channel given by Φ = e−(LX+LZ)t has
1/(4(dlog1−(2/(3d+ 5))e))-MLSI.
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5. Conclusions and Outlook
The primary limitations of these results are dimension-dependence and restriction to algebras
with trivial intersection. In infinite dimensions, we might expect the bound to be trivial in cases
for which the intersection of all constituent conditional expectations is completely depolarizing,
and indeed, it’s not clear that such a case would even exist in type III von Neumann algebras. It is
however plausible that the dimension appearing in Theorem 1.4 actually arises fromD(B(H)‖C1),
the maximal asymmetry/index as derived in [17]. If so, we might generalize:
Conjecture 5.1 (Strong Adjusted Subadditivity (SASA)). Let {(Nj , Ej) : j = 1...J ∈ N} be a
set of J von Neumann algebras within a larger algebraM and associated conditional expectations.
Then {Ej} is α-subadditive with an α that depends on the index D(M‖N ), but not explicitly on
the dimension of M.
The main challenge, as seen in 3.3, is to prove an analog of Theorem 1.3 that replaces 1ˆ/d by
an arbitrary conditional expectation. We might also generalize to a measure on a continuous set
of conditional expectations, but that is probably more complicated to formulate than would be
appropriate for these concluding remarks.
Between Theorem 1.4 and Conjecture 5.1, we might also consider when the intersection
algebra is given by N = C1 ⊗ B(B), where B is an auxiliary system that is untouched by
any of the conditional expectations in question. This would be an adjusted subadditivity with
memory, and with Corollary 4.1, it would create a new method to build up CLSI on complicated
semigroups formed from simpler constituents. The main challenge to proving Theorem 1.3 in this
case is that since 1ˆ/A⊗ ρB and ρAB need not commute, we can’t obviously reduce the problem
to one of estimating logarithms of commuting vectors. It would not be surprising if all the main
components of Theorem 1.3 have matrix analogs, but the proof strategy might differ.
Strong Adjusted Subadditivity would be sufficiently powerful to justify continued investiga-
tion. Even its refutation could suggest major differences between where MLSI and CLSI would
probably hold, and resultingly, where auxiliary systems might be effective in slowing decoherence.
Though we do not show SASA here, we have shown that such a decay inequality generally
holds for algebras with trivial intersection. What is most surprising is that ASA does not rely
on any sort of nearness to a commuting square. It is not an approximate tensorization or
factorization result. Rather, ASA appears to be in a class of entropy inequalities that do not
follow directly from strong subadditivity. Its connection to decoherence and decay estimates
motivate inequalities of this type.
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